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Abstract
Can the current education programme of the Australian trade union movement
contribute to reviving union growth and union culture, develop new activists
and leaders, and encourage and facilitate the organisational change needed to
re-orient unions to develop broader alliances? Twenty-five Australian trade union
leaders were asked to describe the educational activities of their unions and to
assess the education provided by the Australian Council of Trade Unions' (ACTU)
national Education and Campaign Centre (ECC). Analysis of their responses reveals
a number of structural, organisational and pedagogical challenges for delivering a
national union education programme. It also raises questions of how education can
support a union movement trying to convince new layers of workers that union-
ism can be a dynamic, forward-looking, social movement. The article outlines
the existing course framework as a means of understanding the scope of current
educational provision. Drawing on interviewee observations and Newman's con-
cept of three contracts in union education, it considers the roles of educator and
of organiser, and how an understanding of these roles is currently expressed by
union leaders. We conclude with some questions about ways that the union move-
ment might consider the relationship between education and union renewal.
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Introduction
Australian trade union education has undergone a series of reorganisations
since the election of the Conservative Coalition Government in 1996. One of the
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Coalition's first acts was to abolish the government-funded Trade Union Training
Authority (TUTA). Since then, the national education arm of the ACTU (Australian
Council of Trade Unions) has been restructured four times. Throughout this period,
unionism has been under constant legislative attack and membership density has
continued the decline that commenced in the mid-1980s, with membership falling
from 55 per cent of workers in 1982 to 19 per cent in 2007.
A recurring tension for trade unions in the past quarter century, and especially
during the past decade, has involved dealing with the short-term and long-term
issues. Trade unions need to respond to the immediate pressures in the short-term
as well as prepare for the long-term by developing strategies, policies and people
to imagine a different future and a means of getting there consistent with the ide-
als of that future.
Because falling membership and density levels have been so dramatic, many
unions have re-focused their energies on recruiting new members by adopting
new organising methods aimed at first halting and then turning around the sharp
decline. Some saw experienced organisers as the most effective means of pass-
ing on their knowledge and skills to newly recruited organisers. However this
highlighted another tension between the roles that organisers and educators play
in a time of renewal and change, between the need to transfer practical organis-
ing skills and, at the same time, to educate the development of critical analytical
thinking. We argue in this paper that negotiating these tensions requires union
leaders and organisers to re-think their practices and priorities, and suggest that
the kind of education that is needed requires union educators who have skills and
knowledge of educating adults that are not the same as, nor replaceable by, the
skills and knowledge of organising and leading campaigns. For this reason, the
paper focuses on the union leaders' views about the ACTU's national Education
and Campaign Centre's (ECC) approaches to education and training and specific-
ally about the roles of the organiser and educator.
The article commences by outlining the existing framework of courses as a
means of understanding the scope and ambitions of the unions' current educa-
tional outlook. Secondly, it presents a framework for analysing the potential of
union education to effect change. Newman (1993) argues that there are three
contracts that shape union training programmes: the first between unions and
educators/trainers; the second between the educators/trainers and programme
participants; the third between programme participants and their union. The
three contracts will be used as a point of reference for examining the ECC pro-
grammes. In addition, Horton's (1998) discussion on the special role of educators
in union and movement learning along with Wheelahan's (2007, 2008) use of
Bernstein's concept of vertical and horizontal knowledges, will be drawn on in
the analysis. The third section analyses the data from the research against these
educational frameworks and examines whether, in the context of declining mem-
bership and thinning membership density, the current understanding of union
education and the role of union educators, held by Australian union leaders, is
likely to contribute to reviving union growth and a culture for imagining a differ-
ent future. In the final section we argue that a re-examination and clarification
of the aims and orientation of union education, and the place and role of the
union educator, are needed in order for the movement to meet the challenge of
renewal.
Research background
During late 2007 and early 2008, twenty-five Australian trade union leaders were
interviewed about the education and training programmes conducted by the ECC,
the third reincarnation of the ACTU's education and training arm.2 The research
involved semi-structured interviews with presidents, secretaries and senior offi-
cials of state and national unions who were asked to describe the educational
activities of their own unions and to assess the education provided by the ECC. We
found that factors including the size of the union, their history of education and
training provision, resource constraints, their perception of their own uniqueness
and distinctiveness, and their organisational strategies influenced how they organ-
ised and prioritised education and training in their union. Systematic planning and
follow-up of training were not strong features for many of the unions. While the
majority of the leaders considered their own union as low users of the ECC, there
were several that had a strong sense of trust and allegiance to it and had developed
a close partnership with the planning, design and delivery of ECC programmes.
Union leaders' concerns were focused largely on the immediate returns and
limitations of the education programmes, and there was little consensus either
about the value of what the ECC was currently doing, or what a national union
education programme should look like in the future despite general support for
the idea of a national centre (Brown and Yasukawa, 2009). The interviews also
revealed that many leaders' views were based on perceptions about the ECC that
were not always informed by recent or direct engagement with it. Moreover, the
level and nature of communication between the ECC and the union leaders was
very uneven. Despite the lack of recent first-hand experience and contact that
many of the leaders had with the ECC, all held views - many of them conflicting -
about the quality of the centre's programmes, the content and methods of courses,
and what a national education programme should look like.
The interviews were conducted in the period prior to and following the 2007
elections that lead to the defeat of the Howard government. Over the two years
leading up to the election, the union movement had built a highly disciplined
and successful YourRights@Work, community-based campaign, with the aim of
defeating the anti-union WorkChoices legislation of the government. Unions had
an immediate agenda that they organised around, however, critical reflection on
the campaign suggests that the movement had not sufficiently planned for the
post-YourRights@Work context. What should come after the campaign was won -
beyond repealing an unpopular piece of legislation - and how the momentum
achieved could be built upon had been given insufficient attention (Ellem, 2009;
Muir, 2008). The need to address the level of critical learning within the union
movement is suggested by these studies of the YourRights@Work campaign; and a
similar observation emerges from this research about the place and role of organ-
isers and educators in union renewal efforts.
Union education and training programmes ofAustralia's
national education and campaign centre
Like unions across the industrialised world, and especially in English-speaking
countries, Australia's unions experienced a serious decline in membership and
density levels through the 1980s and 1990s. Density fell by nearly two-thirds
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from 55 per cent to 19 per cent between 1982 and 2007, before registering a small
increase to 21 per cent in 2008 (ABS 2008; Brown 2006, 2007). These trends pose
new questions for unions about how to respond to external factors, but they also
require unions to consider a set of questions about internal capacity. Are unions
capable and equipped to make the changes necessary to redefine their purpose,
structures and profile?
It was in this context that union leaders called for new revival strategies to
grow union membership by recruiting in new areas of the economy and among
previously unorganised sectors, as well as targeting young, female and immigrant
workers who had not previously been approached to join unions. Recognising
that union strength has to be re-established at the base, the ACTU adopted an
'organising model' with its policy document Unions@work (ACTU, 1999), which
was refined in Future Strategies (ACTU, 2003).
Organisers as lynchpins between leadership and membership are identified as
pivotal for implementing change. Their roles are also extended to include being
'educators, with the delivery of union education no longer just the role of dedi-
cated trainers' (Labour Council NSW, 2003). A greater emphasis is placed on new
organising 'and education methods, as well as on forging community alliances and
developing new political tactics. Arguably the new organising practices require
both labour educators and organisers to see their roles, and therefore their prac-
tices, in different and broader terms (Fletcher, 1998; Crosby, 2002).
The abolition of TUTA by the Howard government was accompanied by cuts
in funding for various programmes that had enabled unions to employ education
and training staff. With union membership continuing to fall, income also declined
and staff employed as trainers were not replaced and a number of unions, espe-
cially smaller and state-based unions, decided to close their education units in
favour of retaining other specialist functions such' as a legal officer or health and
safety sections. While some larger unions retained their education departments
many became increasingly reliant on the national centre, consultants and external
providers; alternatively they have cut back on training for members, activists and
staff altogether. Not only did the capacity of unions to provide internal education
and training decline, but their involvement in shaping public policies on education
also diminished during this period. This could be attributed to the reduced cap-
acity of unions generally. Backed strongly by employer groups who occupied the
spaces previously filled by unions, however, the government maintained a com-
mitment to neo-liberalism as a basis for public policy development and refused to
involve unions in policy consultation or on government-sponsored committees.
Under the Howard government's WorkChoices regime, it became much more
difficult for members to get release time from work and delegates to undertake
trade union training. This required a shift in practice to deal with these changes.
At the time of the interviews, unions were on the back burner, merely reacting
to employers' and government agendas and in some cases were in basic survival
mode. This is one possible explanation for why many ECC courses were being
cancelled due to low uptake, with education seen as a long-term investment that
was a luxury in the years leading up to the 2007 election. An alternative view is
that this is precisely the time when education is needed - to plan for the longer
term and create a vision that can sustain and expand the community activism that
clearly helped the YourRights@Work campaign.
Approaches to analysing union education programmes
Educational programmes for organisers and union staff can be analysed along a
number of different lines to understand how education and training can make a
productive intervention for effecting change. These include, firstly, the models
that are used to plan and design programmes, secondly, the knowledge domains
and pedagogical orientations of the programmes, thirdly, the role and status that
are ascribed to union educators and trainers and, fourthly, the political contexts
in which the preceding three aspects are negotiated.
In developing a union education programme, the planning and design are
informed by questions relating to the purpose and context of the programme,
the skills and knowledge content to be addressed, the needs that are to be met,
pedagogical approaches and lastly forms of assessment. Programme planners are
invariably influenced by their working beliefs about education and learning, and
those with a critical orientation might further interrogate those questions inform-
ing the design of the programme to include as follows:
"* Whose purpose is the programme serving?
"* What is the political, economic, cultural context in which this programme is
taking place?
"* Who decides what and whose needs have to be met and how are the training
and education activities related to organisers' professional development?
"* Whose knowledge and experience will be privileged in the learning and what
knowledge is valued?
"o What is the purpose of assessment?
The extent to which these latter questions are explored influences both the know-
ledge domains that are addressed, and the pedagogical orientations that are taken
in the programmes.
Australian union education has traditionally focused on tools, techniques and
issues-based courses, supplemented by courses on social and political themes, at
times drawing on adult education methods and in the best cases stimulating crit-
ical thinking and questioning. Recent education programmes have emphasised
three aspects of the new approach focusing on:
1. instrumental techniques - these range from very traditional courses on being
a workplace representative, understanding occupational health and safety, and
other legislative or industrial instruments through to courses associated with
the craft of organising that seek to achieve what might be described as oper-
ational, skills-based or practical learning;
2. communicative techniques - these advocate attention to listening and commu-
nication skills; identification of issues nominated by members and potential
members; establishing contacts with non-unionists and community groups,
and focus on what might be described as the expressive, affective, humanistic
or interpersonal dimensions of organising; and
3. critical understanding - these interrogate the changed political, economic,
employment and legal environment; the reasons why unions need to change;
the need to develop new activists, devise and understand new strategies for la-
bour to influence economic change and community development, and connect
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these by being able to articulate a vision of a different, more democratic,
respectful and egalitarian future; they focus on what might be described as the
purpose and wider vision of unionism.
This third type, of course, is the least developed and highlights the challenge
involved in translating the theory of organising into practice. It is also the activ-
ity most often provided for existing leaders but not generally available to activ-
ists and delegates. Learning the 'how' of organising is not so difficult, but more
important and more challenging, is to know the 'why', for it is understanding the
why that enables individuals to be able to adapt tactics, to know when to advance
or to hold their ground, to apply these lessons to future activities that may be
similar but where they may be operating in a different context. These are higher
order analytical skills that ideally can be used in different circumstances.
Consistent with the above Habermasian framework for understanding know-
ledge domains and education is Illeris' (2002) idea of a 'tension field' of learning
(see also Sawchuk's 2006 adaptation). Illeris represents the tension field as a tri-
angle. At one vertex (cognitive) is the need to know how to do things, to develop
skills and act upon the world; at another (interpretive) is the need to be able to
communicate with others, to listen and speak, to establish dialogue and to create
a shared meaning; at the third (critical) is the need to question, to exercise choice,
to think and act collectively and to exercise the agency needed to make change.
The above knowledge domains, and the pedagogical orientations that under-
pin the approach in the programmes, will influence or be influenced by the role
assumed by the union educator and the skills and knowledge base they bring to it.
If the focus of the programme is for the participants to acquire a set of skills, say
in organising, then what might be expected of the trainer is expertise and experi-
ence in organising that the course participants can learn from. Or, they might
seek a trainer who has, in addition to being the 'expert' in organising, the skills to
engage participants in sharing their own experiences of organising among them-
selves in order to devise ways of using these insights to effect change.
Drawing on his early experience gained through the Wilder Coal strike,
and later working with the new industrial unions affiliated with the American
Congress of Industrial Unions, and then with the Citizenship Schools and civil
rights organising, Myles Horton (1998) discussed the role of movement educators
in relation to the different stages of organisational and movement development.
For Horton, the purpose of the Highlander School was to 'multiply leadership for
social change' (Horton, 1998, p. 115) and the means of achieving that end was
to avoid telling people what they needed to know and instead find ways to 'use
situations to educate them so that they can learn to figure things out themselves'
(Horton, 1998, p. 122). He believed that the knowledge needed for the solution
to a problem had to be created in concert with others who also were looking for
a solution. For Horton, people's experience was the curriculum, and the analysis
of that experience was the focus for learning. The educational purpose is to take
learning back to communities to effect change, and the role of the educator is
to 'develop people's ability to analyse, to understand problems so that they can
develop into organisers or other types of leaders' (Horton, 1998, p. 148). In help-
ing people analyse, he also wanted to get them 'committed philosophically to
working for a more humane and just society' (Horton, 1998, p. 176).
Horton concluded that there were distinctive roles played by educators and
organisers in union education while also acknowledging the temptations involved
in abandoning the educator's role in favour of the more charismatic one of organ-
iser and leader. His argument remains relevant for organisations and movements
that are interested in helping people to develop analytical skills, in creating
opportunities to learn rather than concentrating on didactic teaching or simply
affirming learners' experiences, but not learning from them. The educational role
is quite different from the role the organiser plays and requires different skills
and approaches as well as a different understanding of the nature of the work
involved. A question then arises about what kind of knowledge union educators
need in order to develop analytical skills among union course participants.
Wheelahan (2007, 2008) draws on Bernstein's analysis of vertical (abstract,
conceptual) knowledge and horizontal (everyday, mundane) knowledge to charac-
terise the kinds of knowledge that vocational education courses ought to address,
and this analysis can also be applied to union training and education. Should the
trainer just bring a wealth of the 'mundane and everyday' knowledge of organis-
ing, perhaps drawing out this knowledge from participants? Or should the trainer
also aim to facilitate learning the kinds of knowledge that will enable the partici-
pants to work with their experiences, but also involve stepping back and critically
reflecting on this experience in order to create new understanding and know-
ledge about organising, unionism and social change?
Newman's work (1993) draws attention to three contracts operating in trade
union training. The nature and strengths of these contracts influence the design
of the programme, what knowledge domains are addressed, the role and the
expertise of the union educator, and the pedagogical approach adopted.
One contract is between the union and the trainer. The trainer, whether they
are internal to the union, or engaged from a training provider, enters a contrac-
tual relationship with the union to train the participants who may be union staff,
delegates or activists. The negotiation of this contract involves coming to some
understanding about the course design, course objectives, administrative proc-
esses, overall programme objectives and union policy.
The second contract is between the trainer and the participants of the pro-
gramme. Here there are also programme elements that are subject to negotiation.
These include the course objectives, course design, session objectives, session
design, and choice of methods.
The third contract is between the union and the participants. This contract
includes: policy and proposals, evaluation, feedback, testing, and learning; that
is, the participants bring back the learning from the course to their work or
their union workplace and test what they have learned. The transfer of learning
may or may not be formally assessed by the union's officers, but this is where
the programme's effectiveness and relevance is put to the test ,(Newman, 1993,
pp. 38-39).
The nature of these three contracts, and how they are negotiated, can reveal
assumptions that the different stakeholders have about what should happen
in an education programme and the real purpose of the training. Newman
(1993, p. 267) concludes from his assessment of the literature that there are two
broad ideological orientations: radicalism and labourism, which have charac-
terised tralde unions in Australia. Radicalism, he explains, sits to the left of the.
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political spectrum and involves the belief that the union movement should be a
revolutionary movement that seeks to -replace capitalism with a more socialist-
oriented social system. Labourism, on the other hand, is a reformist orientation
that accepts more gradual, pragmatic approaches based on the belief that posi-
tive change can emerge from the traditional political and industrial negotiation
processes and systems.
According to Newman (1993), the first contract between the union and the
trainer is typically based on a labourist orientation. He explains, however, that in
some situations, opportunities of movement from a labourist to a radical orien-
tation can emerge within the training programme, that is, as part of the second
contract. This would particularly be the case if the educational process promotes
programme participants to think critically, recognising for themselves the issues
that can change and develop as a plan for action emerges. Such a situation con-
trasts with a training programme where the trainer is training the participants
to merely develop skills and knowledge that would strengthen the status quo or
what the trainer believes to be important. It also contrasts with a training situation
where participants are encouraged to share their experiences without any crit-
ical analysis and considerations of new possibilities. If such a shift occurs among
participants in the training context, about their own approaches and understand-
ing of the union's direction, it is in the negotiation of the third contract between
the participants and their union (as an organisation) that the learning can lead to
change in the union's policy.
There is, however, another dimension to the contract between the trainer and
the participants implicit in Newman's model. This is the aspect of the trainer's
role and what it means. In union education, it would be usual that a trainer of an
organisers' course would have experience in the union movement. In some cases,
they would have extensive experience not only in the movement but more specif-
ically as organisers. However, there is a question about whether there is a role dis-
tinction to be made between an organiser and an educator. Is the prime concern
to have an expert organiser or an adult educator? Is the participants' contract with
an organiser or educator? With whom has the union formed a contract in sending
their organisers to an education programme?
The three contracts describe some of the political dimensions of union educa-
tion programmes that in turn influence the design of the programme, its content
and approach, the role and expected expertise of the educator and the extent
to which the union can change through the learning that the programme par-
ticipants experience. Examining the nature of these three contracts operating in
union education programmes can reveal what kinds of educational possibilities
emerge for the movement.
What do union leaders think about the
ECC courses and services?
All of the union leaders that were interviewed, whether their union was a user or
non-user of the ECC, held strong views about the approaches and relevance of its
courses. Some of the views were from leaders who were informed by first-hand
information and experience, while others were strongly held perceptions that
were not clearly linked to the ECC's current activities. Those unions that not only
used ECC courses, but worked with ECC staff to shape the courses to meet the
needs of their union reported satisfaction with the outcomes. However, there were
many unions that were working on the basis that ECC course structures, content
and approaches were non-negotiable and fixed.
In terms of Newman's framework, the 'strength and nature of the contract
between the union and the ECC are variable throughout the movement, even in
cases where the unions are users of the ECC. For some, the contract involved co-
designing new curriculum or customising ECC courses to meet the union's spe-
cific priorities. One national secretary said:
I have relationsbips withpeople there... [So we use the EGCfor] something that we can't
or wouldn't do ourselves.., we think it might be a better experience or because we sim-
ply don't have the capacity to do it internally at a point in time (NSIl)3.
For others, the contract was based on an unquestioned allegiance: 'It's run by the
ACTU, ... that's where our money would go' (SSI), while for others a significant
factor that formed the basis of the contract was economic:
We previously did our own internal training and had our own training calendar, but
we found that the size of our branch, because we're a branch of a national union, we
just don't have the internal capacity so it wasn't something that we can sustain (SS25).
Some felt they were able to benefit from the ECC through working collaboratively
with them, while others felt 'a real lack of connection between the training [the
ECCG provide and what the unions are actually doing' (SS14). In this case and for
another low-level user (NS8), the respondents mentioned a loss of trust in the rela-
tionship between their union and the ECC.
Another low-level user (SS16) expanded on the nature of the lack of connection
between the ECC's focus and their union's needs.
Thefocus [of the ECC training].., was about everything being about growth andl under-
stand that, but ifyou then go back to a clothing worker who's working in a clothing fac-
tory that has seen 2,000jobs lost over the last couple ofyears and youput that delegate
into that environment you can see why there's a problem (SS16).
This union believed the ECC had to give greater acknowledgement to the harsh
working environment and massive job losses, and offer training that is appropri-
ate for delegates working in those environments. This means that keeping any
industrial presence is itself a formidable challenge.
For another union, the ECC was not sufficiently responsive to changes in
white-collar work. 'There has been this revolution in working practice on white-
collar employment in business and management thinking which we're actually
not really engaging staff in' (NS24). The secretary explained that he was referring
to the increasingly contingent nature of employment in the white-collar sector
where his. union is based, but 'whenever anyone talks about organising, they
always talk in the context of here's a workplace with a couple of hundred continu-
ing employees working there'.
Some of the disconnection was simply a lack of communication and awareness of
what the ECC did. One assistant state secretary would like to see the ECC be 'just a lit-
tle bit more aggressive in maybe sending us a monthly newsletter.., that lets us know
what they're doing' (SAS7) whilst a national union secretary said, 'I don't even know
what they do in the courses anymore or what courses are really on offer' (NS22).
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It is not surprising that those union leaders, whose contract with the ECC
is based on something other than joint programme planning with it, are influ-
enced by the variable responses from the delegates or staff that they send to their
courses. One of the areas that several union leaders held concerns about was the
disjuncture that their staff felt with the course content because the union saw
themselves as having unique needs, arising from the characteristics of their staff
and delegates or their industry sector, and these were not sufficiently considered
in 'generic', multi-union, training courses. One blue-collar union leader (NO2)
said:
I think there's aproblem with theory - a lot of the courses are very theoretically based, a
lot of the case studies are very white-collar based, they haven't actually got experience
within their unit to be able to articulate it in a blue-collar environment (NO2).
Alternatively, there were white-collar union leaders who perceived ECC courses
as being mainly suited for blue-collar unions: 'There's no dialogue about trying to
get some sort of examples around [the content] because it's very blue-collar, pri-
vate sector dominated rather than looking at some of the variations' (NS13). For
a few unions, ECC courses were 'formulaic and ... you can't question it ... other
approaches to organising are not encouraged or ... there isn't enough recognition
of differences between unions' (SS1O). In some cases, the formula is seen in terms
of 'delivering the doctrine' rather than looking at the practical issues of having to
settle deals at some point. One state secretary felt the ECC approach encourages
participants to always be looking to 'be in dispute, you always have to agitate, ...
you end up getting people who get burnt out because they can never see a way to
closing the circle of a dispute - be it staff or members' (SS1).
These comments about the courses and the approaches employed by the edu-
cators raise questions about how the ECC and the union leaders, their staff and
delegates think about the kinds of learning that a union course should be about
and the role of the union educator. The nature of the first contract between
the unions and the ECC could leave these questions unresolved, or perhaps
even unrecognised, until tensions and conflicts emerge at the site of training.
Because of the weakness of the first contract, the second contract is also left
ambiguous.
The function of the courses, and the kind of learning that is likely, also influ-
ence what is expected of the union educator and their approach. At the level of
pedagogy, some interviewees had very strong views about what type of approach
was and was not appropriate. While some unions stated that the ECC courses
use a mix of effective teaching methods that are hands on - such as role plays,
some found role-plays 'absolutely useless in most cases' (SP4), while others found
the interactive approaches 'a totally different thing - more dialogic and involv-
ing participants' (NP6) and preferable to lecture methods. Another representative
also said that interactive approaches do not suit some of their members and staff
because in their industry members 'like to cut to the chase' (SO5).
Many commented on the value of training that drew on examples that the
participants could identify with. The recurring comments about courses having
relevance to the particular industry sector in which the participants worked may
be interpreted as an expression of a need for immediately practical outcomes and
a primarily instrumental focus that unions have for training.
Most union representatives commented on the quality of trainers in terms of
their level of experience in the union movement as organisers and their knowledge
and experience of the industry of their union. One state secretary lamented:
There used to be people that were ... very experienced trade unionists that would be
running the courses, and you really want yourpeople to go.... Now thepeople it seems
[have] a couple ofyears maybe as an organiser and they're meant to be training people,
many who have more experience than them. And I don't have any faith in that (SS14).
The quality of the current group of trainers was questioned in a different way by
a national secretary (NS22): 'The old guard who have been around since the 1990s
were very experienced educators... but probably didn't have a lot of organising
experience', while the 'new guard had some limited organising experience' and
generally did not have a strong educational theory background and were 'not very
deep' in their approach.
Thus, among one significant group of stakeholders - the union leaders - there
is not a consensus of what the role of a union educator should be. Are they union
activists with a greater level of experience than the people who come to the
courses, and whose role is to share their expertise in union organising? Or are
they educators who can draw out the experiences that course participants bring
and use their pedagogical skills to help participants critically examine their own
and others' experiences in order to generate new understandings, to be able to
work in changing contexts, innovate, and influence others?
The union educator as experienced organiser assumes that the knowledge and
skills that are important are those of union organising. Whether those knowledge
and skills are learnt by the participants through a didactic approach, or through
dialogue, the foregrounding of the organising expertise suggests that the purpose
of education is more about learning the 'right' skills, rather than questioning and
critically analysing why the skills they are learning can lead them to be part of the
growth and strengthening of their union.
The lack of attention by the union leaders to the kinds of education that were,
or should be taking place in training, was consistent with the lack of follow-up
after the training. Many of the union leaders explained this was a resourcing prob-
lem. Thus the third strand of the contract, between the course participants and
their unions, was not strongly established. Had the course participants gained
critical insights about what changes in their union's current practices might be
desirable, the likelihood -of their ideas being heard and supported as part of the
union's learning as an organisation would be slim. This begs the question - what
is the education and training for if not a strategic investment by the union to edu-
cate the delegates and organisers to develop their capacity to think critically and
analytically about ways of strengthening and growing their union?.
Conclusion
The picture that emerges of the state of the national education centre's programmes
is that it is fragmented because of the fragility of the contracts between the three
major stakeholders: the union, the education centre, and the course participants.
There is a lack of general acknowledgement that the centre can play a role in
educating activists to critically engage with the project of achieving social change.
Much of the emphasis is instrumental, based on an assumption that people go to
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courses to acquire skills from experts. This then positions the union educators as
trainers who need to be experts in the skills that they impart to participants.
Contracts between the stakeholders that are based on a different set of assump-
tions about the purpose of educational programmes run by the national centre
could position the union educator differently, and require a different kind of
skill and knowledge that can lead to different kinds of outcomes for those who
participate in the courses. If the purpose of the programme is to educate the
participants for critical understanding of their own and the wider labour context,
it may be less important that the union educators are equipped with experience
of organising because more important are the skills to facilitate analysis, critique
and questioning of the participants' own experiences. Such an education would
involve participants in learning 'horizontal and vertical knowledges', so they have
the language and the concepts to undertake the analysis and critique to gener-
ate new knowledge. For the educator, facilitating this kind of learning requires
engagement with the vertical discourses of the educator, that is, to have access to
the language and knowledge that help them to design and create learning oppor-
tunities and environments that support the critical dimensions of learning.
SEducation often does not deliver an immediate solution to an immediate prob-
lem. Its best outcome is to bring together the ability to think and the ability to
act, that is, to be critically conscious. This requires a commitment to a longer-term
analysis and one that requires critical dialogue because it is through this that a
bridge between the long-term and the present, that requires a more 'immediate'
response, can be made. Creating the environment for such critical dialogue is a
vital need and all the more important for a movement looking to engage with
'external' social movement and community organisations with different starting
points, cultures and agendas. It is an environment that a national education centre
could stimulate.
This points to a bigger question of recruitment, retention, and opportunities for
placement, exchange and ongoing professional development of education staff, as
well as a broader issue of career pathways within the labour movement more gen-
erally. It also poses a question as to whether the perception of the educator can be
shifted so that it is seen as one that attracts and retains experienced unionists and/
or educators. In addition to examining recruitment policies it may also mean that
policies to support adult teaching and learning development should be examined.
Expecting delegates and union officers to work effectively in the challenging
industrial, social and political environment of the early 2 11 century, without a
contemporary education programme to educate, support and develop them is
shortsighted. Unions already commit significant resources to the education of
their members, delegates and staff, but whether this commitment is achieving the
intended objectives or reaping the anticipated benefits is less clear.
Addressing the purpose, quality and quantity of union education and learning
is important, as is committing the resources needed to deliver the expectations
which require intellectual, political and financial commitment.
Notes
I Research for this paper was presented at the 2311 AIRAANZ Conference, Labor,
Capital & Change in Newcastle Australia, 4-6 February 2009; and the United
Association for Labor Educators (UALE) Conference Imagining Alternatives: the
challenge to labor, at the National Labor College, Maryland, 16-18 April 2009.
2 The Organising Centre was the first post-TUTA centre established in 2001,
and renamed the Education and Campaign Centre in 2005. In 2008 it was
re-organised as the Organising, Education and Campaign Centre.
3 When reporting interviewees' comments we have used a code - NP; NS; NO
refers to a national president, secretary, or officer and the number refers to
their interview number. Similarly SP, SS, SAS, SO refers to a state president,
secretary, assistant secretary or officer and their interview number.
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